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Imaging in weakly heterogeneous media

A solution: conventional adaptive optics
Principles of adaptive optics

Adaptive optical astronomy

Deformable
mirrors
Keck Observatory, UCLA

Camera

Adaptive optical microscopy

Wavefront sensor

üContrast enhancement
ûOnly for small aberrations
Deformable Mirrors
10-100 actuators
Speed > kHz

Wavefront sensor
Shack-Hartmann

Depth: 200µm

20 µm
3
E. Betzig, Nature Methods, 2014

Single and multiple scattering
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These researchers had used a different technique to focus scattered
optical light, and a different opaque substance: a thin slice of chicken
breast2. But they, too, were surprised by how easy it was to do. “I had
thought ‘we’ll spend six months on this, and when it doesn’t work, we’ll
chalk it up as a learning experience’,” says Yang. “But actually it wasn’t
that hard.”
Soon after the two papers were published, the field exploded as other
physicists rushed to join in. One of them was optical physicist Jacopo
Bertolotti, who came to work with Mosk in 2010. Bertolotti, now at the
University of Exeter, UK, says that he was drawn both by the “beauty
of the experiment” and by the potential it offered for medical imaging.
But he could see that that goal was still a long way off.

“ C A L L M E C R A Z Y, B U T I B E L I E V E
THAT WE WILL EVENTUALLY BE
DOING WHOLE-BODY IMAGING WITH
OPTICAL LIGHT.”
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U S I N G T E C H N I Q U E S A D A P T E D F R O M A S T R O N O M Y, P H Y S I C
TO SEE THROUGH OPAQUE MATERIALS SUCH AS
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by Zeeya Merali
The first issue that Bertolotti faced was that Mosk’s original set-up
required a camera to be placed behind the opaque surface. That is a
problem for medical applications because placing a camera under the
skin would involve surgery, which would be invasive, dangerous and
rarely worth the risk. In 2012, however, Bertolotti, Mosk and their colt seemed too good to be true, says Allard Mosk. It was 2007, and times brighter than they
leagues devised a way to put both the laser light source and the detector
4
he was working with Ivo Vellekoop, a student in his group at the first day of your experim
in front of the surface .
Their target was a fluorescent Greek letter π just 50 micrometres
University of Twente in Enschede, the Netherlands, to shine a beam mistake and there mus
across hidden behind a thin opaque screen. As such, the target was
of visible light through a ‘solid wall’ — a glass slide covered with
But there was no hol
roughly the same size as a cell and analogous with medical techniques
white
paint
—
and
then
focus
it
on
the
other
side.
They
did
not
have
a
two
independent studi
that involved injecting fluorescent dyes into living tissue to aid in imagparticular application in mind. “I really just wanted to try this because ways to see through opa
ing. When the laser was switched on, the photons would bounce their
way through the screen and produce a diffuse illumination of the fluoit had never been done before,” Mosk says. And
rescent π. The light reflected from the letter would then make its way
in truth, the two researchers did not expect to
back through the screen and produce a blurry speckled pattern on the
pick up much more than a faint
blur.Merali
other side. It was like trying to see the symbol through a shower curtain.
by Zeeya
A Nature special issue
Yet the shape of the letter was still encoded in the scattered light. To
But as it turned out, their very first attempt1
nature.com/light2015
retrieve that shape, the team recorded the speckle pattern, moved the
produced a sharp pinprick of light a hundred
laser to shine at a different angle, then recorded the new speckle pat- t seemed too good to be true, says Allard Mosk. It was 2007, and times brighter than they had hoped for. “This just doesn’t happen on the

U S I N G T E C H N I Q U E S A D A P T E D F R O M A S T R O N O M Y, P H Y S I C I S T S A R E F I N D I N G WAY S
TO SEE THROUGH OPAQUE MATERIALS SUCH AS LIVING TISSUE.
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Beyond aberrations : multiple scattering / speckle
Complex medium, multiple scattering, coherent illumination è speckle

Speckle results from
interferences from multiple
paths of light
è a very high
number of degrees of
freedom!
è Spatial and temporal
distortions
è LINEAR and DETERMINIST
Film courtesy of Emmanuel Bossy (SIMSONIC software)

Spatial shaping tools

Deformable Mirrors :
10-100 actuators typical
course : 10-20 microns
Speed > kHz
Not good enough

Liquid crystals
Spatial Light Modulators :
>1 million pixel
Phase modulation
course : 1 microns
limited speed : 50Hz

MEMS
Spatial Light Modulators :
Texas DLP/DMD
>8 million pixel
binary ON/OFF
very fast speed : 24kHz

Tool of choice
…until now

Very promising…
…but need tweeking

Monochromatic Transmission Matrix (TM)
Scattering medium

Spatial Light
Modulator

Speckle

Courtesy of Dr. Thomas Chaigne
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Popoff et al., PRL, 2010
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And a few minutes later….
“signature” of the
random medium
=
Useful as long
as the medium is
stable
(paint>hours/day
s
bio<< 1s)

Transmission matrix
The (partial) transmission matrix of a multiply
scattering medium follows a very general prediction
from random matrix theory

Random
Matrix
theory
experiment
Eigenvalues distribution

Disordered medium = perfect mixer

The transmission matrix
Viewpoint

Physics 3, 22 (2010)
Physics
3, (2010)
22 (2010)
Physics
3, 22

The information
age
in optics: Measuring the transmission matrix
Viewpoint
Viewpoint
Elbert G. van Putten and
Allard
P. Mosk
information
in optics:
Measuring
transmission
matrix
TheThe
information
ageage
in optics:
Measuring
thethe
transmission
matrix
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Disordered Media
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the propagation
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(Fig.(Fig.
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Exploiting H : focusing

?
E

in

E

target

Can H tell us what input will give a given output?
YES:

E in = H † E target

Two interpretations : phase-conjugation
time-reversal

Popoff et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 104,100601 (2010)

Experimental results : focusing

SLM

CCD

sample

SLM

CCD

sample

SLM

CCD

Plane wave input

sample
Popoff et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 104,100601 (2010)

Experimental Results : imaging

Output Speckle (Eout)

Reconstruction

Input Mask (Eobj)
Inversion

Phase Conjugation

Regularization

N.B : There is no assumption (prior) on the
image
C = 11%

C = 76%

C = 95%

Popoff et al. Nature Communications 1,78 (2010)

For imaging, can reconstruction be improved, if we have some assumption about
the object?
Answer from signal processing : Yes

Compressive imaging
nonzero coefficients in XK/M

Fidelity of reconstruction

number of samples

If X is K-sparse, it can be reconstructed
with few (M<<N) measurements
Sparsity and measurement basis must be “incoherent”

M/N

Donoho, D. L. (2006).
Compressed sensing. IEEE
Trans. Information Theory,
52(4), 1289-1306.

Comparison with the single pixel camera

www.nature.com/scientificreports

ure 1 | Concept. (a) Classical Nyquist-Shannon sampling, where the waves originating from the object, of size N, are captured by a dense array of M 5
ensors. (b) The ‘‘Single Pixel Camera’’ concept, where the object is sampled by M successive random projections onto a single sensor using a digital
ultiplexer. (c) Imaging with a multiply scattering medium. The M sensors capture, in a parallel fashion, several random projections of the original
ect. In cases (b) and (c), sparse objects can be acquired with a low sensor density M/N , 1.

However, these CS implementations come with some limitations.
st, these devices include carefully engineered hardware designed
achieve randomization, via a DMD6, a metamaterial8 or a coded
erture11. Second, the acquisition time of most implementations can
large because they require the sequential generation of a large
mber of random patterns.
In this work, we replace such man-made emulated randomization

random multiplexing achieved through multiple scattering must be
measured a posteriori, since it is no longer known a priori as in
engineered random sensing. This calibration problem has been the
topic of recent studies in the context of CS23 and we propose here a
simple least squares calibration procedure that extends our previous
work24,25. Second, the use of such a measured Transmission Matrix
(TM) induces an inherent uncertainty in the sensing mechanism,

Experimental setting : Compressive imaging

A. Liutkus, D. Martina, S. Popoff, G. Chardon, O. Katz, G. Lerosey, S. Gigan, L. Daudet, I. Carron, Imaging With
Nature: Compressive Imaging Using a Multiply Scattering Medium, Scientific Reports 4, 5552 (2014)
B. Rajaei, E. Tramel, S. Gigan, F. Krzakala, L.Daudet, intensity-only optical compressive imaging using a
multiply scattering material: a double phase retrieval problem, Arxiv: 1510.01098

Reconstruction results

www.nature.com/scientificreports

The measurement basis is incoherent with ANY basis :
Multiply scattering media are universal compressive sensors

Experimental results : compressed sensing works
Donoho Tanner Curve : fidelity of reconstruction

Object is K-sparse in
N-space
M measurements
OMP reconstruction
1 points = 50
experiments

A. Liutkus, D. Martina, S. Popoff, G. Chardon, O. Katz, G. Lerosey, S. Gigan, L. Daudet, I. Carron, Imaging With Nature:
Compressive Imaging Using a Multiply Scattering Medium, Scientific Reports 4, 5552 (2014)

« Don’t ask what signal processing can do for you, ask yourself what you can do
for signal processing.»
(JFK, freely adapted)

Back to our setup

0100101011101…
0101110…

DATA IN

DATA OUT

This simulates the operation y = |Mx| with M a
complex random iid matrix of size potentially 106 x
106 (TBs of memory)

Optical Computing with a random medium?

Optical Random
projections
(passives)

Laser
DAC

camera
ADC

0100101011101…

0101110…

DATA OUT

DATA IN

Underlying concept of random projections
• destroy the data
• maintain the structure

Importantly :
The Random projection does NOT have to be known!

Important examples of random projections
Dimensional Reduction

The “kernel Trick”

NxM random Matrix
When projecting into a space of dimension
M, of size :

M ⇠ O(log(N)/✏2 )

Distances between any two points are
conserved with high accuracy

1±✏

• Make a non-linear regression problem linear
(easy) by moving to a different space
• Random projections are very efficient and
data -independent (universal)

Reference : Rahimi, A., & Recht, B. (2007). Random
Reference : Johnson, W. B., & Lindenstrauss, J. Extensions features for large-scale kernel machines. In Advances in
of Lipschitz mappings into a Hilbert space. Contemporary neural information processing systems (pp. 1177-1184).
mathematics, 26,189(1984) [Cited 2800 times]
[Cited 700 times]

random projections and neural network
A neuron

A feedforward neural network

weights
Neuron
Input

Neuron
Output
Non-linearity

Transfer matrix :

Electric field
at the camera

Transfer matrix
(Random gaussian
matrix)

=weights

Camera image:

=Non-linearity

A recurrent neural network
Image on the DMD

What we did: image classification
Binary
modulator

CLASSIFICATION

Complex medium
Random projections

Unknown image recognition

Speckles
(Camera)

Images Database :
Handwritten numbers

Sensing

Saade, A., et al. Random Projections through multiple optical scattering:
Approximating kernels at the speed of light. IEEE (ICASSP) (2016)
Startup founded, June ‘16

Machine
Learning

Error rate versus number of random projections

Take home message
Wavefront Engineering: a change of paradigm for complex media studies
Matrix approach is useful
Can be measured in many systems, in particular in optics
Biological imaging (mostly the brain) is the ultimate frontier
Many other applications (telecoms, sensors, etc…)
The added value of signal processing in optics
trading optical complexity for computational complexity (I like that!)
Compressive imaging & Maybe optical computing
Future:
engineering and interdisciplinarity : bio + optics + physics + signal + CS
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Thank you for your attention !
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